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Rational interpolants with prescribed poles are used to approximate holomor-
phic functions on the closure of their region of analyticity under natural assump-
tions of their properties on the boundary. The transfer functions of some infinite
dimensional dynamical systems of interest in applications satisfy the restrictions we
impose. This is the case for discrete-time fractional filters, time-delay systems, and
heat transfer control systems. We give two general results by which, in particular,
the transfer functions that arise in such dynamical systems may be approximated.
Estimates for the rate of convergence are given. We also include some numerical
examples which compare the performance of the method we propose with others
commonly used in systems theory. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The approximation of analytic functions by rational interpolants with
Ž .prescribed poles RIPPs plays a major role in approximation theory. The
w xbook of Walsh 14 is to a great extent dedicated to this subject. In the last
few years, there has been renewed interest in such approximants. See, for
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w xexample, 1, 2, 11 . This is partially due to the following facts discussed in
w x1 . When compared with Pade approximants, which for some time have´
been more popular:
1. The class of functions for which convergence can be guaranteed is
larger.
2. RIPP are easier to compute numerically.
3. If the interpolation points are conveniently chosen, the rate of
convergence of RIPPs is usually not worse than that of Pade approximants.´
We can add another reason, which is very important in systems theory.
A proper selection of the prescribed poles of the approximants ensures
that the approximants of a stable system are again stable. This is not the
case with Pade approximants where the poles are left free and may fall in´
the region where we wish to approximate the function. Moreover, it is well
Ž w x.known see, e.g., 3 that there exist holomorphic functions in a given
region which contains the origin such that the set of poles of its Pade´
approximants at 0 is everywhere dense in the region.
In spite of these arguments, the theory of rational interpolants with
prescribed poles has not found its way into systems theory to its full extent.
One reason may be that frequently the transfer function of a dynamical
system has singularities on the boundary of the region where approxima-
tion is required, whereas most known results on convergence of RIPPs
only give uniform convergence of the approximants on compact subsets of
Ž w x.the region of analyticity see, for example, 14, Chap. VIII and IX . We
illustrate this with some examples.
EXAMPLE 1.1. The transfer function of a discrete time fractional filter
Ž w x.see, e.g., 7 has the form
J
d j < <f z s 1 y a z , a F 1,Ž . Ž .Ł j j
js1
< <where at least one j satisfies that a s 1 and d f Z. Therefore, though fj j
is analytic in the unit disk D and is continuous on its closure D, if all such
exponents are positive, it has branch points on the boundary. A direct
application of known results on convergence of RIPPs normally gives
 < <convergence of the approximants to f on compact subsets of D _ a : aj j
4s 1 and d f N and not on the whole set D as needed.j
EXAMPLE 1.2. A typical transfer function corresponding to a time-delay
system has the form
ÝQq s eya j sŽ .1 j
G s s ,Ž . P yg sip s q Ý p s eŽ . Ž .0 1 i
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where p , q are polynomials with deg p ) deg p , deg q for all i / 0 andi j 0 i j
all j, and g , a G 0. The system is said to be stable if all its poles lie in thei j
open left half plane. It is required to approximate this function on
 4R z G 0 but it has an essential singularity at infinity which is a boundary
point of the right half plane. In Section 4, we show how such functions may
 4be uniformly approximated on R z G 0 despite the existence of an
essential singularity at infinity.
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let
n‘'cosh s x 1 2 y1 cos np xŽ .Ž .1 1
G s s s q , 0 F x F 1Ž . Ý 12' ' ss sinh sŽ . s q npŽ .ns1
Ž wbe the transfer function of a heat transfer control system see, e.g., 6,
x.Example 4.3.12 . A natural selection of rational approximants for this
function is to take the partial sums of the series. Unfortunately, it is well
known that this series converges very slowly, so it is in order to look for
other types of approximants. This function also has an essential singularity
at infinity which creates some difficulty in finding proper rational approxi-
mants.
In the present paper, we consider the problem of giving general suffi-
cient conditions for the uniform approximation of functions which are
analytic in a region and continuous up to the boundary by means of
rational interpolants with prescribed poles. Indications are given as to how
to select the poles and the interpolation points. Estimates of the rate of
convergence are provided. The functions in the examples above are in-
cluded in the results obtained.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give the formal
definition of a RIPP and state some classical results. In Sections 3 and 4,
we extend these results in order to cover the situations we have encoun-
tered in the examples above. Section 3 is devoted to the approximation on
the closed unit disk and Section 4 to the closed right half plane. In Section
5, we prove some preliminary results on the rate of convergence. In the
final section, we conclude with some numerical results which illustrate the
behavior of the method.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We begin by stating some known facts about rational interpolants with
w xprescribed poles. These results can be found in 14, Sections 8.1]8.3 .
Ž . n Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let Q z s Ł z y a be a gi¤en polynomial of degreeis1 i
n. Let the points b , . . . , b g C be distinct from the a , and consider the set1 n i
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of complex numbers m , . . . , m . Then, there exists a unique rational function1 n
Ž .r z of the form
b z ny1 q ??? qbny1 0
r z sŽ .
Q zŽ .
which takes the ¤alue m at the point b , k s 1, . . . , n.k k
The points b , . . . , b need not be all distinct. In case of repetition,1 n
interpolation is understood in Hermite’s sense. More precisely, if b s ???k
Ž syk .Ž .s b , 1 F k - l F n, then we require that r b s m , s s k, . . . , l.l k s
Here we assume that the points have been enumerated so that equal
points have consecutive indexes.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. If m s f b for some function f , then the rationali i
Ž .function r is called a rational interpolant with prescribed poles RIPP
of f.
The problem we wish to investigate can be formulated as follows. Given
a function f analytic on a region G and continuous on G, a sequence of
 4polynomials Q , n g N, deg Q s n, and a triangular table of pointsn n
 4 Ž  4  4.b , n g N, 1 F k F n, find conditions on f , Q , b so that then, k n n, k
 4sequence r , n g N converges to f on G, where r is the RIPP obtainedn n
by interpolating f at the points b , with poles at the zeros of Q .n, k n
We use the following notation. If G is a closed Jordan curve in C, we
Ž .call the interior of G, and denote it by int G , the bounded connected
component of C _ G.
The following well-known integral representation of the error of the
w xapproximation is very useful 14, Sect. 8.1 . It follows directly from Cauchy’s
integral formula.
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a closed rectifiable Jordan cur¤e, let f be a
Ž . Ž .function analytic in int G and continuous on int G , and let Q z sŽ .
n Ž .Ł z y a be a gi¤en polynomial with no zeros on G. Let the pointsks1 k
Ž . Ž .b , . . . , b , distinct from the a , lie in int G , and denote by B the monic1 n k
polynomial whose zeros are the points b . If r is the corresponding RIPP of f ,i
then
1 B z Q t f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .
f z y r z s , z g int G , z / a . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k2p i Q z B t t y zŽ . Ž .G
A straightforward consequence of this integral formula is the following
Ž w x.criterion for convergence of RIPPs see 14, Sect. 8.3 :
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THEOREM 2.4. Let G and f be as in Theorem 2.3, and let Q , n g N be an
sequence of polynomials with no zeros on G. Let b , n g N, 1 F k F n, ben, k
Ž .contained in int G . If
B z Q tŽ . Ž .n n
lim s 0
B t Q zn“‘ Ž . Ž .n n
Ž .uniformly for t on G and z on the boundary of a compact subset K of int G
which contains no zeros of Q , n g N, thenn
lim r z s f z uniformly on K .Ž . Ž .n
n
This theorem does not suffice to deal with the examples given in the
Introduction because of the existence of singularities on the boundary of
the set K where we need to approximate. In the next sections, we obtain
adequate modifications of this result which fit our purpose.
3. CONVERGENCE ON THE DISK
Here we concentrate on the case when K is the closed unit disk and f
has a finite number of algebraic singularities on the boundary of the unit
Ž .disk as in Example 1.1 . For simplicity, we state our results for the case
when there is only one singular point on the boundary of the unit disk, but
from the proof it is easy to see that analogous results are valid when the
Žnumber of algebraic singularities on the boundary is finite see Remark 3.3
.below .
 < < 4Assumptions. Throughout this section D s z : z - 1 , D* s D _
 4y1 , and f is a holomorphic function in a region G > D* which is
Ž .continuous on D with a possible singular point at z s y1 . Let G be a
closed rectifiable Jordan curve which is contained in G _ D* and is
non-tangential to D at z s y1; more precisely, there exists a neighbor-
 4hood V of y1 such that
< <G l V ; z : arg y z q 1 F u [ A 2 4Ž . Ž .Ž . u
f zŽ .pw .for some u g 0, . Furthermore, we assume that is integrable on G2 z q 1
Ž .with respect to the arc length .
Ž .Remark 3.1. It is easy to verify that Condition 2 implies that
t q 1 1
F for all t g G l V , z g D*.
t y z cos u
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We are ready for the proof of
THEOREM 3.2. With the assumptions abo¤e, let Q be a sequence ofn
 4polynomials with no zeros in D j G, and let the points b lie in D.n, k
Assume that the sequence
B z Q tŽ . Ž .n n
A t , z [Ž .n B t Q zŽ . Ž .n n
is uniformly bounded in G = › D and con¤erges uniformly to zero in each set
 4of the form G9 = › D, with G9 a closed subset of G _ y1 . Then the
corresponding sequence of RIPPs con¤erges uniformly to f on D.
 4Proof. Let e ) 0 be arbitrary. Take a neighborhood V of y1 such
that G l V ; A andu
f t p cos uŽ .
< <dt - e ,H t q 1 MGlV
< <where M is a uniform bound of A on G = › D. Let n be such thatn e
< < 4p inf t y z , t g G _ V , z g › D
< <A t , z - eŽ .n 5 5f length GŽ .G
Ž .for all t, z g G _ V = › D and all n ) n . Thene
1 t q 1 f tŽ .
< < < < < <f z y r z F A t , z dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Hn n2p t y z t q 1GlV
1 f tŽ .
< < < <q A t , z dtŽ .H n2p t y zG_V
e e
 4- q s e , z g › D _ y1 , n ) n ,e2 2
Ž .we have used Theorem 2.3 and Remark 3.1 . Since f and r are continu-n
ous on › D, from the inequality above, it follows that
< <f z y r z F e , z g › D , n ) n . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .n e
Ž .From the maximum principle for holomorphic functions, we obtain that 3
is valid for all z g D and n ) n , and the theorem follows from thee
arbitrariness of e .
Remark 3.3. If the function f is continuous but has a finite number of
singularities on the boundary of D, then the result above is still valid. To
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Ž .see this, it suffices to take G such that it satisfies a condition similar to 2
on a neighborhood of each singularity, and the open set V in the proof of
Theorem 3.2 should be a sufficiently small neighborhood of the set of
singularities of f on the boundary of D.
Let us see how the polynomials B and Q may be chosen to guaranteen n
the conditions of Theorem 3.2.
cEXAMPLE 3.4. Let b g D and a g D be given. Take G such that
 < < 4 < < Ž . n n Ž . n nmax t : t g G - a , and let B z s z y b , Q z s z y a . Setn n
nt n ny 1 z y bŽ .a
A t , z s ? .Ž . nn n nz t y by 1Ž .a
We have that
nt y 1Ž .a n nz y bŽ .nz y 1Ž .a
1n n< <converges uniformly to 1 on G = › D, and t y b G for all sufficiently2
large n and all t g G. Therefore, A is uniformly bounded on G = › D.n
 4Furthermore, if G9 ; G _ y1 is closed, there exists q ) 1 such that
< < < Ž . < yn Ž .t ) q for all t g G9. This implies that A t, z - q for all t, z g G9n
= › D and all sufficiently large n. Thus, the conditions on A in Theoremn
3.2 are satisfied.
The way of selecting the points in the previous example is rather
particular. Normally, one wants to have more freedom in choosing the
poles and interpolation points of the approximating functions. The next
result will help us in this regard.
 4  4COROLLARY 3.5. Let f , G, and Q be as in Theorem 3.2. Let a ,n n, i
1 F i F n, be the zeros of Q . Take b s 1ra , 1 F i F n, and let r ben n, i n, i n
the corresponding RIPPs of f. If for all T ) 1,
n t y an , i
lim s 0 4Ž .Ł
a t y 1n is1 n , i
< <  4uniformly on t G T , then r con¤erges uniformly to f on D.n
<ŽŽ . Ž .. <Proof. We have that a z y 1 r z y a s 1 for all z g › D,n, i n, i
<ŽŽ . Ž .. <t y a r a t y 1 F 1 for all t g G, andn, i n, i
n nB z Q t a z y 1 t y aŽ . Ž .n n n , i n , i
A t , z s s ;Ž . Ł Łn Q z B t z y a a t y 1Ž . Ž . is1 is1n n n , i n , i
thus the result follows from Theorem 3.2.
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w xRemark 3.6. In 14, Sect. 9.6 , it was shown that
n < <a y 1n , k
lim s ‘Ý < <an“‘ n , kks1
Ž .is a sufficient condition for 4 to take place. This in turn is implied by any
Ž .one of the two equivalent conditions,
< <lim n min a y 1 s ‘, 4n , kž /
n“‘ k
n
< <lim min a s ‘. 4n , kž /
n“‘ k
Ž .If a s a is independent of n, then 4 is equivalent to the divergencen, k k
‘ Ž < <. Ž w x.of the series Ý 1 y b , b s 1ra see, e.g., 14, Sect. 10.1 .ks1 k k k
4. CONVERGENCE ON THE HALF PLANE
Let C denote the open right half plane. Now, we turn to the case whenq
approximation is required on the closure of C . Our main result here isq
Ž .Theorem 4.2. As a consequence, we can approximate among others all
Ž .stable time-delay systems i.e., whose poles lie in the left half plane , with
transfer function of the form
ÝQq s eya j sŽ .1 j
G s s , 5Ž . Ž .P yg sip s q Ý p s eŽ . Ž .0 1 i
where p , q are polynomials with deg p ) deg p , deg q for all i / 0 andi j 0 i j
all j, and g , a G 0.i j
]In this section, we use to denote the closure in the complex plane C
ˆ  4and to denote the closure in the extended complex plane C j ‘ . If G is
ˆa closed Jordan curve in C _ C , we call the exterior of G, and denote itq
Ž .by ext G , the connected component of C _ G that contains C . Whenq
‘ f G, the above convention coincides with the usual definition of the
exterior of G. But this case reduces to Theorem 2.4; therefore, we will
assume that ‘ g G. We say that an unbounded Jordan curve G is rectifi-
 < < 4able if G [ G l w : w F R is the union of finitely many rectifiableR
Jordan arcs for all R ) 0 sufficiently large.
Assumptions. In this section, f denotes a holomorphic function in a
 4region G > C . Let G be a rectifiable Jordan curve in G j ‘ _ C . Weq q
assume that
C
< <f z F , z g ext G ,Ž . Ž .a< <z
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for some C, a ) 0. We will also assume that G j C is a close JordanR R
 < < 4 Ž .curve for all R sufficiently large, where C s w : w s R l ext G .R
We say that G is positively oriented when G j C is positively ori-R R R
ented as a closed Jordan curve in C for all R ) 0 sufficiently large. In the
following, G is positively oriented, andR
f z dz [ lim f z dz ,Ž . Ž .H H
R“‘G GR
assuming that the limit on the right-hand side exists.
Ž .Our first goal is to extend the validity of 1 .
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that f and G satisfy the assumptions abo¤e, and
Ž . nŽ . Ž .let Q z s Ł z y a be a polynomial with no zeros on G. Let B z s1 k
nŽ . Ž .Ł z y b , where the points b lie in ext G and are distinct from the a . If1 i i k
r is the corresponding RIPP of f , then
1 B z Q t f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .
f z y r z s , z g ext G , z / a .Ž . Ž . Ž .H k2p i Q z B t t y zŽ . Ž .G
6Ž .
Ž .  < < 4Proof. Fix z g ext G and R ) 0. Take G s G l w : w F R andR
 < < 4 Ž . < <C s w : w s R l ext G . If R ) z is sufficiently large, Theorem 2.3R
gives us that
1 B z Q t f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .
f z y r z s .Ž . Ž . H2p i Q z B t t y zŽ . Ž .G jCR R
Q tŽ .We have that is bounded in some neighborhood of infinity; that is,
B tŽ .
Ž .Q t < <there exists M ) 0 such that - M if t ) M. Furthermore, for
Ž .B t
< <R ) 2 z ,
< <f t dt 4p CŽ .
< <dt F 2C F .H H a1qat y z RRC CR R
Letting R tend to infinity, we conclude the proof.
The main result of this section is the following
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that f and G satisfy the assumptions abo¤e, where
 4  4G s z : R z s ya for some a ) 0. Let Q be a sequence of polynomialsn
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 4  4with no zeros in R z G ya , and let the points b lie in C . Assume thatn, k q
the sequence
B z Q tŽ . Ž .n n
A t , z [ 7Ž . Ž .n B t Q zŽ . Ž .n n
con¤erges uniformly to zero on each bounded subset of G = iR, and is
 4uniformly bounded on this set. Then the corresponding sequence r of RIPPsn
con¤erges uniformly to f on C .q
Ž w x. Ž .Remark 4.3. It is known see 4 that the functions of the form 5 have
 4a finite number of poles in any set of the form R z ) l, l g R ; thus, the
stable functions of this form satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.
Before proving this theorem it is convenient to establish the following
Ž wauxiliary result an analogous result for series is implicit in 5, proof of
x.Theorem 3.1 .
LEMMA 4.4. Let f and G be as in Theorem 4.2. Then
f t log mŽ .i‘ya
< <sup dt s O , m g N.H až /t y iy mimyaygR
Proof. Fix y g R and m g N sufficiently large. The proof consists of
showing that if either y F m y 1 or y G m y 1 the integral in the expres-
Ž a .sion is bounded by K log mrm for some constant K ) 0 independent of
y and m.
Let y F m y 1. We have that
‘f t CŽ .i‘ya
< <dt F ÝH at y iy m q k k q 1Ž . Ž .imya ks0
m ‘C 1 1
F q 2CÝ Ýa aq1m k kks1 ks2 m
1 q log m 2C log m
F C q F C , 8Ž .a 1a am ma 2m y 1Ž .
where C is the constant of the assumptions. We have used here that
m m1 dx
F s log m.Ý Hk x1ks2
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If y G m y 1, then
f t f tŽ . Ž .i‘ya Ž .i yy1 ya
< < < <dt F dtH Ht y iy t y iyimya imya
f t f tŽ . Ž .Ž . i‘yai yq1 ya
< < < <q dt q dt .H Ht y iy t y iyŽ . Ž .i yy1 ya i yq1 ya
Ž .As in 8 , we obtain that
‘f t C log y q 1 log mŽ . Ž .i‘ya
< <dt F F C F C .ÝH a a1 1 at y iy mŽ . y q k k y q 1Ž . Ž .i yq1 ya ks1
Using the change of variables ix y a s t and taking into account that
< <t y iy G a along the path of integration, we also find that
f t C dx 2C 2C CŽ .Ž . yq1i yq1 ya 2
< <dt F F F F .H H a aa at y iy a x mŽ . a y y 1 a m y 2Ž . Ž .i yy1 ya yy1
Moreover,
pf t CŽ .Ž .i yy1 ya
< <dt F ,ÝH at y iy y y k y 1 kŽ .imya ks1
where p g N is such that m y 1 - y y p y 1 F m.
It rests to estimate the sum in the right-hand side of the last inequality.
To this end, we consider two cases. For m y 1 F y F 2m, from the
conditions on p it follows that y y k y 1 ) m y 1 and p - m. Thus
p mC C 1 log m
F F C .Ý Ýa a 3 ak my y k y 1 k m y 1Ž . Ž .ks1 ks1
On the other hand, if y ) 2m, then
yw xy1p p2C C C
s qÝ Ý Ýa a a
yy y k y 1 k y y k y 1 k y y k y 1 kŽ . Ž . Ž .ks1 ks1 w xks 2
yw x yy12 C p y q 12F q CÝ a ayy y y p y 1k Ž .ks1 22
y ylog 2 q 3 log m2 2F C q C F C .a a1 4 ayy mm y 1Ž .22
In the last bound, we use the fact that the function xya log x is strictly
y 1r aw xdecreasing for x s ) e , and this inequality holds for y ) 2m and all2
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sufficiently large m. Since the constants C to C may be taken indepen-1 4
dent of m and y the proof is complete.
Let us prove Theorem 4.2.
Proof. Let e ) 0 be given. According to Lemma 4.4, there exists
m g N such that
1 f t dt M f tŽ . Ž .
< <A t , z F dt - e , z g iR, 9Ž . Ž .H Hnp t y z p t y zG_G G_Gm m
where M is a uniform bound for A , and G [ t : t s ix y a, ym F x Fn m
4m .
Since G is a compact set, there exists a compact set K ; iR such thatm
2 M
< < 5 5t y z G f length G , z g iR _ K , t g G .Ž .G m mpe
That is,
1 f t dt eŽ .
A t , z F , z g iR _ K . 10Ž . Ž .H n2p i t y z 2Gm
Ž .Furthermore, from the uniform convergence to zero of A t, z on com-n
pact subsets of G = iR, there exists n g N such thate
p ae
< <A t , z F , t , z g G = K , n ) n .Ž . Ž .n m e5 5f length GŽ .G m
Thus
1 f t dt eŽ .
A t , z F , z g K , n ) n . 11Ž . Ž .H n e2p i t y z 2Gm
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 9 , 10 , and 11 with the integral expression for the error
given by Theorem 4.1 and using the maximum principle for holomorphic
functions, we conclude the proof.
pz q qŽ .Remark 4.5. Let T z s be an arbitrary linear fractional trans-rz q s
formation. It is well known that
T z y T b T t y T a z y b t y aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
? s ?
T z y T a T t y T b z y a t y bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any complex numbers z, t, a, and b. Thus the problem of finding a
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sequence A satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.2 may be reduced ton
an equivalent problem on the unit disk by taking a convenient T which
transforms the right half plane into the unit circle. With the aid of
Example 3.4 and Remark 3.6, we can find ways of constructing such
1 y zŽ .sequences. For example, taking T z s , it follows from Remark 3.61 q z
 4that if we take b s ya , a sufficient condition on the zeros a ofn, k n, k n, k
Q in order that the conditions on A be satisfied is thatn n
n 1 q an , k
lim 1 y s ‘.Ý ž /1 y an“‘ n , kks1
< <In particular, this is true if a F a F Mn for some a, M ) 0 and alln, k
n g N, 1 F k F n.
Notice that the main condition on A has an asymptotic character.n
Therefore, some of the poles and interpolation points may be selected in a
fairly arbitrary manner. This is of particular interest if one knows the
location of some of the zeros and poles of the function we wish to
approximate.
Remark 4.6. Theorem 4.2 cannot be reduced to Theorem 3.2 by means
of linear fractional transformations; the main reason for this is that when
applying the linear fractional transformation, the imaginary axis and any
Ž .line parallel to it are transformed in tangent circles, and Condition 2
Ž . Ž yz .cannot be fulfilled. For example, consider the function f z s 1r z q e .
It is easy to verify that this function has no poles on C ; thus it satisfiesq
the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, as stated in Remark 4.3. On the other
hand, this function has an infinite number of poles in every set of the form
p < Ž . < 4 w . Ž w x.z : arg yz ) u , u g 0, see e.g., 4 . It follows from this that it is2
Ž . Ž .impossible to find G satisfying 2 , with g (T being holomorphic in int G .
The asymptotic condition on A may be substituted by the knowledgen
that a certain sequence of rational functions whose denominators are
precisely the Q converges to the function to be approximated. This isn
useful to know when one wishes to try out other interpolation schemes in
order to accelerate the convergence process.
THEOREM 4.7. Let f and G be as in Theorem 4.2. Let R s P rQ , withn n n
deg P - deg Q s n, be a sequence of rational functions with no poles onn n
 4C j G such that R con¤erges uniformly to f on compact subsets of G, andq n
< Ž . < < <gR z F c r z for some c , g ) 0 and all z g G, n g N. Let the pointsn 1 1
 4b , 1 F k F n, lie in C . If A is uniformly bounded on G = iR, then then, k q n
corresponding sequence of RIPPs con¤erges uniformly to f on C .q
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Ž .Proof. From Theorem 4.1 applied to R and the uniqueness of then
interpolating rational function established in Theorem 2.1, we have that
1 R t dtŽ .n
R z y R z s A t , z s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n n2p i t y zG
Therefore,
1 f t y R tŽ . Ž .n
f z y r z s A t , z dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n2p i t y zG
From this point on, the proof runs as the one given for Theorem 4.2. In
Ž .  4proving an inequality similar to 11 , we use that R converges uniformlyn
Ž . Ž .to f on G , taking advantage of the fact that f t y R t stands under them n
integral sign in the previous formula.
As an application, we have the following
COROLLARY 4.8. Let a ) cn1qa for some c, a ) 0 and all n g N, andn
 4let b be a bounded sequence of numbers. Letn
‘ bn




Q z s z q a , B z s y1 Q yz .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Łn n n n
ks1
Then the corresponding sequence of RIPPs con¤erges uniformly to f on C .q
Ž .Proof. From the conditions on a and b , it is obvious that f z definesn n
 4a meromorphic function in C which is analytic in R z G yc . Let G s
c 4z : R z s y , where c is the constant given in the statement. We have2
< Ž . Ž . < < Ž . Ž . <that B z rQ z s 1 on iR, and Q z rB z - 1 on G. Therefore, An n n n n
is uniformly bounded on G = iR.
< Ž . < < < bNow, we want to show that f z F c r z for some c , b ) 0 and all1 1
Ž . < < < < < < Ž .z g ext G , z ) 1. We have that z q a G z for all z g ext G and alln
< < < < < < < < Ž .n ) 0. Moreover, a F z q z q a ; thus 3 z q a G z q a , z g ext G .n n n n
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< <  < < 4 Ž .Let b F M, n g N. It follows that for z s R l ext G ,n
‘ ‘1 1
< <f z F M F 3MŽ . Ý Ý< <z q a R q an nns1 ns1
k ‘1 1
s 3M qÝ Ýž /R q a R q an nns1 nskq1
k ‘ ‘1 1 k 1 dt
F 3M q F 3M qÝ Ý H 1qaž /ž /R a R c tknns1 nskq1
k 1
s 3M q .
až /R ca k
Ž .1qa 1qaLet R G 1. Take k g N such that k y 1 F R - k . Then
k 21qa 1rŽ1qa . 1rŽ1qa .k y 1 F R « k F R q 1 - 2 R « F .Ž . arŽ1qa .R R
k1qa a a rŽ1qa .Moreover, R - k implies that 1rk - F 2rR . Therefore,R
< <making R s z vary from 1 to infinity, from the estimate above it follows
that
k 1 1 c1
< < < < 4f z F 3M q - , z G 1 l ext G ,Ž . Ž .a a rŽ1qa .ž /< <z ca k < <z
2Ž .with c s 3M 2 q .1 ca
Obviously, we also have that
‘ 1 c1
< < < < 4R z F M - , z ) 1 l ext G ,Ž . Ž .Ýn a rŽ1qa .< <z q a < <znns1
Ž . n Ž .  4for all n g N, where R z s Ý b r z q a . Clearly, R convergesn ks1 k k n
uniformly to f on compact subsets of G; thus all the hypothesis of
Theorem 4.7 are satisfied.
 Ž .4Remark 4.9. Notice that the sequence T ya , with T defined as inn
Remark 4.5, does not satisfy the condition given in the last part of Remark
3.6.
5. CONVERGENCE RATES
Ž .From the proof of Theorem 3.2 resp. Theorem 4.2 it follows that in
order to estimate the speed of convergence of the RIPP, we need to know
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more precisely the asymptotic behavior of A on compact subsets ofn
 4 Ž .G _ y1 = › D resp. G = iR and bounds on f on a neighborhood of
 4 Ž  4.y1 resp. ‘ . The results of this section show several ways as to how to
carry on. We consider mainly the case of the unit circle developed in
Section 3 and state the corresponding results for the right half plane
studied in Section 4. First, let us give a technical result which provides
some bounds on the convergence to zero of the functions A .n
LEMMA 5.1. We ha¤e
n n n n < < < <1. Let Q s z y a and B s z y b , with b - 1 - a . Let G ;n n n
1 < < 4 < < 5 5z : 1 q F z F M for some r - 1, M - a . Then A sr G =› Dnn n
Ž yn1y r .O e .
2. Let
a z y 1 t y an , i n , i
A t , z s ,Ž . Ł Łn z y a a t y 1n , i n , i
 4 < <  Žwhere a , 1 F k F n, satisfies a G a for some a ) 1. Let G ; z : 1n, k n, k n
Ž r ..1r2 < < 4 Ž .q 1rn F z F M for some r - 1, M - a. Then, there exists q g 0, 1
5 5 Ž n1y r .such that A s O q .G =› Dn n
Proof. First we consider the particular choice of A proposed in then
first part of the lemma and then look at the other case.
Ž .1. For all sufficiently large n and all t, z g G = › D, we have thatn
nt n ny 1 z y b 2 2 4Ž .a
< <A t , z s ? - F - .Ž . n n 1y rn n n nz 1 nt y b ty 1 eŽ . 1 q rŽ .a n
Thus the estimate holds.
2. It is easy to verify that
2 2< <t y a a y 1 2< <s 1 y t y 1 .Ž .2a t y 1 < <a t y 1
2 2Ž . Ž < < . < <The function t, a “ a y 1 r a t y 1 is continuous and different
ˆ < < 4  < < 4from zero on the compact set t : 1 F t F M = a g C : a G a . There-
2 2ŽŽ < < . < < . Ž .fore, there exists m ) 0 such that a y 1 r a t y 1 G m for all t, a
on the indicated set. It follows that for all sufficiently large n and all
Ž .t, z g G = › D,n
nrn1y rmn 1y r2 2 nym< < < <A t , z F 1 y m t y 1 F 1 y - 2 e .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n rž /n
With this, we conclude the proof.
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Ž . ŽCOROLLARY 5.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, let f z s O z
.a  4q 1 in a neighborhood of y1 , with a ) 0. Take the polynomials Q andn
B as indicated in the first part of Lemma 5.1. Then the correspondingn
sequence of RIPPs satisfies
yb5 5f y r s o nŽ .Dn
for all b - a .
Proof. Let G be as in the Assumptions of Section 3. Take G so that
 4 Ž .G l V are line segments for some neighborhood V of y1 . Fix k g 0, 1 ,
 < < Ž k .4and let G s G l z : z G 1 q 1rn . Thenn
f t dtŽ . 1y kyn yaA t , z s O e s o n .Ž . Ž .Ž .H n t y zGn
Furthermore, there exists M ) 0 such that for all sufficiently large n
f t MkŽ . 1rn ay1 ya k< <dt F M t dt s n .H Ht q 1 aG_G 0n
Ž .Since k g 0, 1 is arbitrary, this completes the proof.
Remark 5.3. The same result can be obtained with B and Q as inn n
Ž .  < < Ž Ž k ..1r24Lemma 5.1 2 , taking G s G l z : z G 1 q 1rn .n
1 y zŽ . ŽMaking use of the linear fractional transformation T z s see1 q z
.Remark 4.5 , we obtain the following
COROLLARY 5.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, the polynomials
Q and B may be chosen so thatn n
yb5 5f y r s o nŽ .Cn q
for all b - a .
Ž .In addition to Corollary 5.2 resp. Corollary 5.4 , we can also obtain
Ž .geometric rate of convergence on compact subsets of D resp. C . To thisq
end, denote by b the normalized counting measure of the points b .n n, k
More precisely,
n1
b [ d ,Ýn b n , kn ks1
 4where d is the measure of mass 1 concentrated at w . Then, we havew
THEOREM 5.5. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied.
 4Let the sequence of normalized counting measures b ha¤e a finite numbern
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of weak* limit points, and assume that the support of each limit point is not
entirely contained in › D. Then
5 51r nlim sup f y r - 1, K ; D compact.Kn
n
Ž .Proof. Let g z, w be the Green function of D with singularity atD
1 y wzŽ .w g D. It is well known that g z, w s log . For z g › D, we haveD z y w
n
< < 5 5log f y r z q g z , b F log f y r . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý › Dn D n , k n
ks1
Ž .The left-hand side of 12 is a subharmonic function in D; thus by the
Ž .maximum principle 12 is valid for all z g D. It follows that
nyÝ g Ž z , b .ks 1 D n , k< < 5 5f y r z F f y r e , z g D.Ž . Ž . › Dn n
That is,
1r n 1r n yHg Ž z , w .db Žw .D n< < 5 5f y r z F f y r e , z g D.Ž . Ž . › Dn n
 4Let b be a weak* limit point of b . That is, b “# b for somen n j
 4sequence n ; N. Thenj
1r n yHg Ž z , w .db Žw .j D< <lim sup f y r z F e , z g D.Ž .Ž .n j
j
Thus, if K ; D is a compact set, then
5 51r n j yinf z g K HgDŽ z , w . db Žw .lim sup f y r z F e - 1,Ž .Ž . Kn j
j
and the result follows.
Analogously, we can obtain the following
THEOREM 5.6. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied.
Let the sequence b ha¤e a finite number of weak* limit points, and assumen
 4that the support of each limit point is not a subset of iR j ‘ . Then
5 51r nlim sup f y r - 1, K ; C compact.Kn q
n
Remark 5.7. Under the Assumptions of Section 3, we can find c ) 0
U  < < 4sufficiently small such that D [ z : z y c F c q 1 is entirely con-c
Ž .tained in int G . Applying the results and methods of Section 3 and
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Theorem 5.5 to this set in place of D, we can achieve geometric rate of
 4convergence of the RIPPs on compact subsets of D _ y1 . Similarly,
applying the results and methods of Section 4 and Theorem 5.6 on a region
 4z : R z ) yl , with l ) 0 sufficiently small, we obtain geometric rate of
convergence of the RIPPs on compact subsets of C .q
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we give some numerical results which were obtained
applying the method indicated in the previous sections to the examples
given in the Introduction.
6.1. Fractional Filters
Ž . Ž .3r4 w xLet f z s 1 q z . This function was used in 8 to illustrate a
method of approximation based on rational wavelets.
Ž . Ž .For the denominator of our RIPP, we take Q z s L 1 y z , wheren n
 4L is the nth monic Laguerre polynomial. The interpolation points bn n, k
are taken according to Corollary 3.5. It is known that there exists c ) 0
c Ž w x.such that x ) for the zeros x , 1 F ¤ F n, of L see e.g., 13 .n, ¤ n, ¤ nn
Ž .From Remark 3.6, it follows that the zeros of Q satisfy 4 . Thus then
convergence of the sequence of RIPPs is guaranteed.
w xWe compute the n y 1, n RIPPs for n s 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100.
Ž .The results are given in Fig. 1 the scale in both axes is logarithmic . For
w xcomparison, we include the numerical results given in 8 , as well as the H‘
Ž . Ž .3r4FIG. 1. H errors of the approximations of the fractional filter f z s 1 q z .‘
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errors of the truncated power series. As can be seen, for a large range of
orders of the approximants, the RIPPs whose denominators are the
Ž .counterparts of the Laguerre polynomials on y‘, y1 give better approx-
imations in this example.
6.2. Heat Transfer Systems
Now, we apply the method proposed to the function
n‘ y1 cos np xŽ . 1
G z [ 2Ž . Ý 2z q npŽ .ns1
coming from Example 1.3. Notice that in this case the hypothesis of
Corollary 4.8 is satisfied.
ŽWe compute the RIPPs for x s 0; the results are given in Fig. 2 the1
.scale in the y axis is logarithmic . For comparison, we also include the H‘
error given by the partial sums of the series which defines G. As can be
observed, the RIPPs give better estimates.
6.3. Delay Systems
Ž . yz Ž . w xNow let G z s e r z q 1 . This function was used in 9 to compare
various methods of approximation.
Ž . ‘ Ž .n Ž Ž .2 .FIG. 2. H errors of the approximations of G z s 2Ý y1 r z q np using RIPP‘ ns1
and partial sums.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .For the denominator of our RIPP, we take Q z s z q 1 P z ,n ny1
w x yzwhere P is the denominator of the nrn Pade approximant of e . As´n
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.before, we take B z s Q yz . We know see 12 that R x - y2n n n, ¤
< < Ž .and x - 2n for all n ) 3; thus see Remark 4.5 , the conditions ofn, ¤
Theorem 4.2 are satisfied.
The results are given in Fig. 3. For comparison, we have included the
w xnumerical results shown in 9 for Hankel norm approximants for orders
from 1 to 5. The method based on classical Pade approximations of the´
w xexponential is also included. It was shown in 10 that this last method
gives asymptotical optimal rate of convergence. As we can see, RIPPs give
smaller H errors than the method based on classical Pade approximations´‘
of the exponential in spite of this method being asymptotically optimal.
In this example, optimal Hankel norm approximations give better re-
sults. Nevertheless, there are theoretical and numerical complexities asso-
ciated with their computation. Therefore, we think that RIPPs give a valid
alternative.
If computing time is not a problem, we can improve the results above by
optimizing numerically the selection of the poles and interpolation points.
For this purpose, we have used in this example the function constr
provided by MatLab. This routine minimizes numerically functions of
several variables which are subject to restrictions. As the initial value for
Q we took the denominator of the Pade approximant of order n relative´n
yz Ž . Ž .to e . The initial value for B is B z s Q yz .n n n
This ‘‘optimized’’ RIPP gives the best numerical results in this example,
as can be observed in Fig. 3.
Ž . yz Ž .FIG. 3. H errors of the approximations of the delay system G z s e r z q 1 .‘
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